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TYPES AND DEGREES OF VOWEL NEUTRALITY

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the distinction between neutral and harmonic behaviour in vowel har-
mony has been considered a categorical property of (sets of) vowels, which uniquely 
identifies each vowel of a harmony system as a member of one of two non-overlapping 
sets, i.e., the set of harmonic vowels and the set of neutral vowels1 (e.g., van der Hulst 
and van de Weijer 1995). In this paper we focus on the ways in which neutrality is real-
ised in suffixed forms and we argue that neutrality is not categorical. The graduality of 
neutrality has been discussed or suggested in the literature before (e.g., Anderson 1980) 
but has never been given a general explicit characterisation (as opposed to the degree 
of harmony, cf. Sanders and Harrison 2012; Alderete and Finley in press; also see sec-
tion 3 for a discussion of the difference). We argue here that neutrality can manifest 
itself in different ways in different harmony systems since it derives from the ability 
of vowels to be involved in more than one pattern of neutrality, and a given pattern (i) 
may or may not be present in a system, (ii) may or may not combine with the other 
patterns, and (iii) may or may not be subject to variation – all of which influence the 
degree of neutrality. Based on this, we set up a scale of neutrality and offer a tentative 
quantification of the neutrality of harmony systems. We also show that in languages 
with more than one neutral vowel, the different neutral vowels may be of different types 
and degrees of neutrality. In the paper we only consider root/stem controlled front/back 
harmony systems with affix harmony where neutral vowels are phonetically front.2 For 
simplicity’s sake, we identify affixes with suffixes (although everything we say about 
harmony in suffixes would apply to prefixes as well).

* rebrus@nytud.hu
** tork@nytud.hu
1 In some languages, a condition is added which permits the neutrality/harmonicity of a given 

vowel to be specific to some prosodic position or morphological domain (Kiparsky and Pajusalu 
2003). Here we abstract away from these positional or domain-specific differences in the har-
monicity/neutrality of one and the same vowel.  

2 This is typically the case in front/back harmony.
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2. PATTERNS OF NEUTRALITY
In a harmonic system, vowels are biased to co-occur in such a way that they agree in 
the value of a designated feature (the harmonic feature) within a morphologically and/
or phonologically circumscribed domain. In a harmony system, vowel neutrality can be 
identified as the lack of such bias. This can manifest itself in three different ways: (a) a 
suffixal neutral vowel is unbiased as a ‘target’ in that it can systematically co-occur with 
vowels (potential triggers in the stem) of either harmonic value: this pattern of neutrality 
occurs when a stem is affixed with an invariant suffix. A neutral vowel in a root or a suf-
fix is unbiased as a “trigger” in that (b) it does not modify the harmonic bias imposed on 
the target by other harmonic sources: this pattern of neutrality consists in transparency 
to the propagation of harmonic features; and (c) it does not impose its own harmony 
requirement on other vowels: this pattern of neutrality is anti-harmony requiring suf-
fixation with suffix alternants that have a harmonic value opposite to that of the neutral 
vowel.3 These possibilities4 are summarised in Figure (1) below for front/back harmony, 
where neutral vowels are phonetically front (henceforward, we employ the following 
abbreviations and conventions: B/F/N: back/front/neutral vowels; [ ]: stem boundaries; 
consonants are left unindicated in formulaic descriptions, e.g., BN = C0BC0NC0).

(1) Patterns of neutrality
 

N is unbiased as a: name of the pattern in formula

  a. target invariant suffixes (IV) [[B]N] & [F]N]]

  b. trigger wrt. to another source transparency (TP) [[BN]B] & [[FN]F]

  c. trigger as a source anti-harmony (AH) [[N]B]
 
The patterns (1a-b) above involve both harmonic values: (a) invariant suffixes nec-

essarily occur after both front and back stems, and (b) transparency typically consists 
in the neutral vowel’s lack of bias while passing on both the front and the back bias of 
the preceding harmonic vowel.5 Anti-harmony (1c), however, only involves a harmonic 

3 A reviewer points out that lack of harmony (presumably in the form of hesitation) could in prin-
ciple be the realization of a neutral vowel’s lack of bias as a trigger. This is a valid point, but, 
interestingly, this state of affairs seems to be unattested, cf. Aoki (1968). Note that our use of the 
term antiharmony is different from Sanders and Harrison (2012), who use it to refer to preference 
for disharmony globally in a system.

4 Another possible (and attested) pattern of neutrality is one that is completely contained within the 
monomorphemic form. This is the “mixed” root pattern where the neutral/unbiased character of a 
vowel manifests itself in its ability to freely co-occur with any other vowel of the system within a 
root. We disregard this pattern in this paper since we are focusing on neutrality in affix harmony. 
For a discussion of mixed stems in Hungarian and their relevance to neutrality, cf. Törkenczy 
(2011) and Törkenczy et al. (2013).

5 It is a definitive property of the IV neutrality pattern (1a) that an allomorph with the same vowel 
occurs after both front harmonic and back harmonic stems (this is indicated by the symbol “&” in 
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value in the suffix which is the opposite of the phonetic value of the (neutral vowel-)
stem, i.e., [[N]B], but not necessarily [[N]F].6

3. TYPOLOGY
Each of the patterns in (1) may be present in or absent from a given harmony system 
(cf. Kiparsky and Pajusalu 2003).7 Thus, neutrality can manifest itself in more than one 
way and the different patterns may or may not co-occur in a given system. Therefore, it 
is possible to define degrees of neutrality and set up a classification of systems8 accord-
ing to the types of neutrality they permit. Naturally, other classifications are also pos-
sible, e.g., ones that are based on a measure of harmony assessed “globally” in a sys-
tem. Some recent proposals (Sanders and Harrison 2012; Alderete and Finley in press) 
measure the degree of global (dis)harmony of a system independently of any specific 
neutrality pattern (such as transparency/opacity, antiharmony etc.). In our approach the 
degree of neutrality of a (sub)system depends on the “strength” of the neutrality pat-
terns (IV, TP and AH) measured in relative word-type frequency (the type frequency 
of word-forms (not lemmas or tokens)). This is different from these global approaches, 
which characterise systems by measuring the degree of global (dis)harmony in word-
types (Sanders and Harrison 2012) or stem-types (Alderete and Finley in press) within 
a system. A crucial difference is that disharmony (co-occurring vowels that disagree in 
their specifications for the harmonic feature) is not the same as the neutrality defined 
in this paper (involvement of a vowel in (some of) the neutrality patterns IV, TP, AH) 
because (a) a neutrality pattern does not necessarily result in disharmony (antiharmo-
ny [[N]B] is always disharmonic but the other neutrality patterns are not necessarily 
so, e.g., in TP, transparency to backness is disharmonic, [[BN]B], but transparency to 
frontness is not [[FN]F]), and (b) disharmony is not necessarily associated with the 
neutrality patterns we examine here (e.g., root-internal [NB] is disharmonic, but does 
not realise IV, TP or AH).

the relevant formula in the rightmost column). However, in the TP neutrality pattern (1b), trans-
parency to the frontness of a trigger vowel and transparency to the backness of a trigger vowel 
are logically independent and may be assessed independently. Indeed, according to Kiparsky and 
Pajusalu (2003), there is a rare type of harmony system in which transparency to backness occurs 
but transparency to frontness does not ([[BN]B] & [[FN]B]), while “anti-transparency” ([[BN]F] 
& [[FN]B]) is unattested in harmony systems. For the sake of simplicity, we do not distinguish 
these two kinds of transparency in this paper, and pattern (1b) covers both: [[BN]B] & [[FN]F].

6 This also means that in a system with total anti-harmony, all stems with a neutral vowel “trigger” 
behave like [[N]B] and no stems behave like [[N]F]. Practically, most anti-harmonic systems 
show both; see section 4 for variation in AH.  

7 Although they cannot combine arbitrarily, see Kiparsky and Pajusalu (2003). AH entails TP for 
backness. There is no similar constraint on the occurrence of invariant suffixes, so theoretically 
IV can combine freely with the two other patterns of neutrality. In this section we examine only 
those systems where neutrality involves invariant suffixes (i.e., TP entails IV), but in section 4 
the Hungarian examples involve variation for all the three patterns, including IV.

8 Or subsystems; see section 5.
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In table (2) below we show four language types (2o-iii), which exhibit different 
types of neutrality of Ns occurring in a harmony system. Since we have defined neutral-
ity as the lack of bias, the different properties of the patterns (1a-b) vs. (1c) discussed 
above affect the degree of neutrality of a system differently. The presence of IV and/
or TP truly means a lack of bias since a neutral vowel can occur after a vowel of either 
harmonic value (IV) and a vowel of either harmonic value can occur after a neutral 
vowel (TP). By contrast, total AH in a system is a kind of bias because only B can occur 
after N in a suffix. Therefore, none of the language types (2o-iii) in (2) have maximal 
neutrality, because neither the ones without AH (2o-ii), nor the ones with AH (2iii) 
have ‘ideal’ neutral properties, i.e., a complete lack of bias in this respect.

(2) Some language types based on neutrality patterns (1a-c)
 

language types – examples a. IV b. TP c. AH neutrality
(lack of bias)

o. no neutral vowel – Turkish − − − no

i.  only IV, no TP/AH – E Khanty /i/ + − − low

ii.  IV & TP, no AH – Finnish /i/, /e/ + + − high

iii. IV & TP & AH – Uyghur /i/, /e/ + + + high

Note that (2) is a descriptive kind of typology rather than a “factorial” one. It shows 
a sample of the possible types of harmony systems representing various degrees of 
neutrality rather than limiting what is a possible system with (or without) neutrality; 
e.g., a (front/back) system with AH but without TP does not occur to the best of our 
knowledge and is arguably impossible (cf. Kiparsky and Pajusalu 2003; Rebrus and 
Törkenczy 2015).9 Nevertheless, it could be added to Table 2 where it would represent 
a system of intermediate neutrality just like (2ii) or (2iii), which are attested.

4. VARIATION
Patterns (1a-c) may be subject to variation:10 (a) a given vowel may occur in both 
invariant and harmonically alternating suffixes in a system, (b) transparency–opacity 
may be variable [[BN]B/F], and/or (c) anti-harmony may be variable [[N]B/F]. This 
yields further language types, possibly of different degrees of neutrality. As an ex-
ample, consider a harmony system with invariant neutral vowel suffixes (both [[B]N]  
and  [[F]N] occur), variable transparency (both [[BN]B] and [[BN]F] (and also [[FN]

9 See Rebrus and Törkenczy (2015ab) for a discussion and a principled explanation that attributes 
the restrictions on patterns to monotonicity.

10 Here we do not distinguish between lexical variation and vacillation and use the symbol “/” to 
denote variation (of either kind), see Rebrus and Törkenczy 2015b.
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F]) occur), and without antiharmony ([[N]B] does not occur). Such a system (see 3ii’ 
below) would be somewhere between (3i=2i) and (3ii=2ii) in the tentative scale in (2) 
because here N does have some bias in transparency since [[BN]F] also occurs with 
some probability (indicated by “+/−” in (3)). A system with variable IV (in which there 
is lexical variation such that some N-vowel suffixes are invariable while others alter-
nate harmonically) but without TP or AH is even less neutral than the invariable system 
in (3i=2i) because in such a system, some suffixes with N are targets of harmony. A 
system of maximal neutrality (3iii’ below) has (in addition to invariant suffixes and 
invariable transparency) variable antiharmony since in this case the neutral vowel of an 
all-neutral root imposes no bias at all on the suffix (i.e., both B and F can occur in the 
suffix11). An approximate neutrality scale of harmony types that includes these variable 
systems as well is shown in (3).

(3) Degrees of neutrality in types of harmony systems with and without variation
  

language types a. IV b. TP c. AH neutrality
o.   no neutral vowel − − − no
i’.   variable IV, no TP/AH +/− − − very low
i.    only IV, no TP/AH + − − low
ii’.  IV, variable TP, no AH + +/− − intermediate
ii.   IV & TP, no AH + + − high
iii.  IV & TP & AH + + + high
iii’. IV & TP & variable AH + + +/− maximal

5. GRADUALITY
More than one neutral vowel occurs in some harmony systems. In such a system neu-
trality may be homogeneous, i.e., all neutral vowels behave the same way: this is the 
case of /i/ and /e/ in Finnish and Uyghur (cf. Anderson 1980; Vaux 2000) – see (2ii,iii); 
or it can be non-homogeneous when the different neutral vowels show different degrees 
of neutrality because they are involved in the patterns (3i’-iii’) differently. We consider 
languages of this kind polysystemic, i.e., they contain vowel harmony subsystems of 
more than one type such that the different types are specific to different (groups of) neu-
tral vowels. Front/back harmony in Hungarian is an example where this is referred to as 
the height effect (e.g., Hayes and Cziráky Londe 2006), which means that the higher a 
front unrounded vowel is, the more neutrally it behaves. This is illustrated in (4) below, 
where rows contain the different Hungarian front unrounded vowels /i iː eː ɛ/ and the 
columns show the patterns of neutrality. With the exception of /iː/ all the neutral vowels 
in Hungarian show variation in IV in addition to variation in TP and/or AH (we discuss 
the Hungarian data in more detail below).

11 Assuming that they both occur with the same probability.
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(4) Hungarian: differences in the neutrality of neutral vowels
  

language types a. IV b. TP c. AH neutrality
ii’’.   variable IV/TP, no AH – Hungarian /ɛ/ +/− +/− − low
iii’’’. variable IV/TP/AH – Hungarian /eː/ +/− +/− +/− intermediate
iii’’.  TP & variable IV/AH – Hungarian /i/ +/− + +/− high
iii’.   IV & TP, variable AH – Hungarian /iː/ + + +/− maximal

Note that – while the systems in the sample of possible types shown in (3i’-iii’) can 
be naturally and uniquely arranged along a scale of neutrality ranging from minimally 
neutral to maximally neutral – it is not possible to arrange all the theoretically possible 
types in a similar scale. For instance, it is not possible to determine if a system with 
variable IV and invariable TP (<+/−, +, −>) is more or less neutral than its “mirror im-
age”, i.e., a system with invariable IV and variable TP (<+, +/−, −>). Similarly, it is 
not possible to determine the difference in neutrality between (3i) <+, −, −> and (4ii’’) 
<+/−, +/−, −>.12 This in itself is a motivation for characterizing or calculating the neu-
trality of a vowel with a value whose assignment is consistent across all vowels.

We present here a tentative quantification of the neutrality of Hungarian vowels 
which fall into several types based on their behaviour in the Hungarian front/back har-
mony system (summarised in (5)). The numbers in (5) below and in the text indicate 
the approximate degree of neutrality on a 5-point scale from [0] to [4] ([0]=non-neu-
tral, [4]=totally neutral, [1,2,3]=variably neutral) depending on their involvement in the 
three patterns of neutrality (IV, TP and AH) that occur in the Hungarian system. It must 
be pointed out here that there is no theoretical reason why neutrality should be assessed 
on a 5-point scale rather than a scale of fewer or more than five degrees of neutrality; 
the motivation is practical: qualitatively, 5 degrees of neutrality behaviour characterise 
the Hungarian system. The vowels traditionally considered as neutral /i, iː, eː, ɛ/13 are 
involved in these neutrality patterns in the following way.

(a) Occurrence in invariant suffixes: long /iː/ only occurs in invariant suffixes (e.g., 
verb-forming -iːt, tɒn-iːt	‘teach’) and is therefore completely neutral in this respect [4]; 
short /i/ mostly occurs in invariant suffixes (e.g., Terminative -ig,	haːz-ig ‘up to the 
house’) but it does occur in an alternating one (Pres.Sg3.Def	-i	~	jɒ,	dob-jɒ	‘throw’, 
yt-i	‘hit’);	invariant : alternating ratio=11:1, so it is less neutral [3]. /eː/ is frequent in 

12 This is not true of the Hungarian data shown in (4), which, again, represent a subset of the pos-
sible types and happen to be such that they can be arranged in a scale of neutrality in a natural and 
unique way, as shown in the last column of (4). The reason is that in this sample it is never the 
case that a given vowel Vα is more neutral than another Vβ with respect to one pattern of neutral-
ity while Vβ is more neutral than Vα with respect to another pattern.

13 The neutrality of /ɛ/ has been debated in the literature of Hungarian vowel harmony (see 
 Törkenczy 2011 for an overview) but /ɛ/ can be given comfortable place as soon as we abandon 
the view that the distinction between neutral and non-neutral is categorical (which is our view 
here and see also Hayes and Cziráky Londe 2006).
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both invariant suffixes (e.g., Causal -eːrt,	haːz-eːrt ‘for the house’) and alternating suf-
fixes (e.g., Adessive -neːl	~	naːl, kɛrt-neːl ‘at the garden’,	haːz-naːl ‘at the house’); 
invariant : alternating=7:1014, and thus it is less neutral than /i/ [2]. /ɛ/ is frequent in 
alternating suffixes (e.g., Inessive -bɛn	~	bɒn, kɛrt-bɛn ‘in the garden’,	haːz-bɒn ‘in 
the house’), but it occurs in invariant ones only in a handful of special diminutive con-
structions (i.e., Diminutive -ɛs,	kɒr-ɛs ‘Charley’); invariant : alternating=2:50, so it is 
even less neutral [1].  

(b) Variability in transparency: /i, i:/ are always transparent in all roots (e.g., koʧi-
nɒk/*koʧi-nɛk ‘car-DAT’, pɒpiːr-nɒk/*pɒpiːr-nɛk ‘paper-DAT’); thus, they are 
completely neutral [4] in this respect. /eː/ is usually transparent with some root-specific 
lexical variation (invariable back-suffixed [Beː] stems e.g., kaːveː-nɒk/*kaːveː-nɛk 
‘coffee-DAT’ are much more frequent than variably suffixed [Beː] stems e.g., ɒrzeːn-
nɒk/ɒrzeːn-nɛk ‘arsenic-DAT’): thus, it is less neutral than /i, i:/ [3]. /ɛ/ shows a high 
degree of lexical variation and vacillation (variable suffixation, e.g., hotɛl-nɒk/hotɛl-
nɛk	 ‘hotel-DAT’, is more frequent than invariable front suffixation, e.g., konʦɛrt-
nɛk/*konʦɛrt-nɒk ‘concert-DAT’ or mostly invariable back suffixation, e.g., mɒsɛk-
nɒk/?*mɒsɛk-nɛk ‘self-employed-DAT’: thus, it is weakly neutral in this respect: [2].

(c) Antiharmony: /i, iː/ frequently occur in anti-harmonic stems and almost all anti-
harmonic stems have these vowels; therefore, they are highly neutral [4] in this respect.
The vowel /eː/ very rarely occurs in antiharmonic stems (there are only two antihar-
monic free stems and a few bound stems with /eː/, thus: [2]), and /ɛ/ practically does 
not, hence [0]. Table (5) shows these values for all the front vowels in Hungarian. We 
have also included front rounded vowels, which are non-neutral (i.e., they only occur 
in harmonically alternating suffixes, they are invariably opaque and do not occur in 
antiharmonic roots), to facilitate comparison with the neutral ones.

In the last column, we have given the average scores of the vowels in points and 
converted to percentages where 100% means complete neutrality and 0% means the 
total lack of neutrality (fully harmonic behaviour). These values represent the neutrality 
scores of the vowels. It can be seen in (5) that the neutrality scores of the vowels that 
are traditionally considered neutral fall within a rather wide range: from a 100% neutral 
/i:/ through “half-neutral” /e:/ (58%) down to the least neutral /ɛ/ (25%).

14 Stem final ɑ and ɛ lengthen to aː and eː, respectively, before suffixes by the productive process of 
Low Vowel Lengthening (see e.g., Siptár and Törkenczy 2000). This also affects suffixes that are 
ɛ-final when word-final, e.g., the possessive suffix -(j)ɑ/ɛ – compare fyl-ɛ ‘ear-POSS.3SG’ and 
fyl-eː-t ‘ear-POSS.3SG-ACC’. If we also include these suffixes, then the invariant–alternating 
ratio changes to 7:13.
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(5) Tentative estimation of the degree of neutrality for front vowels in H. (5-point 
scale: 0,...,4)

front vowels a. IV b. TP c. AH average
(neutrality score)

high iː              (= totally neutral) 4 4 4 4.0 (100%)
high i 3 4 4 3.7 (92 %)
high-mid eː 2 3 2 2.3 (58 %)
low-mid ɛ 1 2 0 1.0 (25 %)
round y yː ø øː (= non-neutral) 0 0 0 0.0  (0 %)

Note that the numbers in each of the columns (5abc) decrease15 from top to bottom; 
thus, (5a), (5b) and (5c) each yield the same scale independently as the scale in the last 
column, which means that the height effect manifests itself in all the three patterns of neu-
trality. This is not a theoretical necessity, but a property of the Hungarian system, which 
is a sample of the theoretically possible types (it is possible to have a decreasing average 
score of neutrality while some of the patterns of neutrality do not show a decreasing scale).

The main problem with the quantification is that the scores for each of the neutral-
ity patterns are given “impressionistically” and therefore a five-point equidistant scale 
[0,1,2,3,4] is not entirely justified. For instance, there is no reason why the difference 
between the TP of /i, i:/ [4] and the TP of  /e:/ [3] should be identical with the difference 
between the TP of /e:/ [3] and the TP of /ɛ/ [2]. Also nothing guarantees that the “in-
termediate” degrees truly mean the same across patterns, i.e., for example /e:/ is truly 
equally neutral with respect to IV and AH (both of its scores are [2]).

A more realistic way of quantifying vowel neutrality is based on the frequency 
ratios of items realising these patterns. In order to develop such a quantification we 
have carried out a corpus study in Hungarian where we have made the following meas-
urements and calculations for a frequency-based quantification of neutrality. We have 
used the Szószablya web corpus of the Hungarian language (Halácsy et al. 2004), which 
contains 541 million word tokens and 2.32 million word types.

We have calculated the TP neutrality ratio of the 4 neutral vowels in the follow-
ing way: in each of the four classes of disyllabic [BN]-type stems, which differ in the 
neutral vowel  ([Bi:], [Bi], [Be:], [Bɛ]) we have counted how many of the harmonically 
suffixed word-types contain a front suffix alternant ([[BN]F]) and how many of them 
contain a back  suffix alternant ([[BN]B]).16 Then, we have calculated the percentage of 
the back-suffixed word-types compared to the number of all the word types (F-suffixed 
and B-suffixed) in the given class, i.e., the following “backness” ratio:

15 In a weak sense that permits identical adjacent values.
16 We have counted types and not tokens – we do not consider how many tokens of a word type 

are found in the corpus, e.g., the types fotɛlbɒn and fotɛlbɛn ‘armchair-in.’ are both found in the 
corpus, but in our calculations it does not matter that the former is found 374 times and the latter 
376 times since each type counts once.
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(6)

In the case transparency, p defined above is used for the degree of neutrality. If it is 
100%, then only B-suffixed word-types occur, showing that transparency (TP) is maxi-
mal, which means that the neutral vowel examined is completely neutral with respect to 
TP. It can be seen in column (b) in (8) below that /i:, i/ are maximally neutral (p=100%) 
and /e:/ is near-maximally neutral (p=96.8%) in this respect. Although opacity is more 
frequent than transparency in the case of /ɛ/, /ɛ/ behaves transparently in a quarter of 
the word-types (p=25.3%).

In order to quantify neutrality in antiharmony, we have examined the same relative 
frequencies of word-types, but this time those that containing monosyllabic [N] stems 
with the four neutral vowels [i:], [i], [e:], [ɛ]. Then we have converted the resulting 
backness ratios (a number between 0% and 100%), so that a backness ratio of exactly 
50% (a hypothetical type of variation in which front and back suffixed word types 
occur with equal probability) corresponds to 100% neutrality and a backness ratio of 
100% or 0% (no variation: complete antiharmony and complete lack of antiharmony, 
respectively) corresponds to 0% neutrality. We get the neutrality degree p in AH by 
taking the distance of a relative word type frequency (backness ratio) from 50% (the 
theoretical maximum of neutrality in AH), multiply it by two and calculate the distance 
of this number from 100%, as shown in (7), where rAH is the backness ratio and pAH is 
the degree of neutrality:

(7)

The relative word-type frequencies (backness ratios rAH) are the following:  /i:/: 
51.8%, /i/: 10.4%, /e:/: 2.1%, and /ɛ/: 0.0%. The figures show that the number of har-
monic and antiharmonic word-types with a long /i:/ in the monosyllabic root is ap-
proximately the same (in fact there are slightly more antiharmonic types than harmonic 
ones), and thus the neutrality of /i:/ with respect to antiharmony is close to the theo-
retical maximum (p=96.4%). The relative word-type frequency is much lower for /i/ 
(10.4%), i.e., only one word type with a root internal short /i/ out of ten is antiharmonic; 
therefore, the neutrality of /i/ is low (p=20.8%). The antiharmonicity values (expressed 
in backness ratios) of /e:/ and /ɛ/ are even lower,  2.1% and 0%, respectively, which 
corresponds to very low neutrality ratings with respect to antiharmony: p=4.2% and 
p=0.0%, respectively. This is shown in (8c).

Finally, consider the neutrality ratings with respect to invariance in suffixes. Here 
we have calculated the neutrality values using the statistics about the distribution of 
vowels in alternating and invariant suffixes given in the discussion of table (5) above. 
The neutrality rating of a neutral vowel with respect to invariance is the ratio of invari-
ant (i.e., harmonically non-alternating) suffixes containing the given neutral vowel to 
all the suffixes (invariant or harmonically alternating) that contain it. This is shown 

freq([[BN]B])
freq([[BN]B])+freq([[BN]F])

pTP =

freq([[N]B])
freq([[N]B])+freq([[N]F])

rAH = pAH = 1 – 2 ⋅ |0.5 – rAH |
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in (8a). All the suffixes that have long /i:/ are invariant, so it is maximally neutral with 
respect to invariance (p=100%). There is only one alternating suffix with short /i/ while 
all the others are invariant (p=91.7%). The other neutral vowels /e:/ and /ɛ/ are con-
siderably less neutral with respect to invariance: only about a third of the suffixes with 
/e:/ are invariant (p=35.0%) and only two suffixes with /ɛ/ are invariant while a great 
majority of them alternate (p=3.8%).

(8) Neutrality scores (in percentage) calculated from type frequency ratios

front unrounded vowels a. IV b. TP c. AH
average (neutrality score)

by frequency in (5)
high iː 100 100 96.4 98.8 100
high i 91.7 100 20.8 70.8   92
high-mid eː 35.0 96.8   4.2 45.3   58
low-mid ɛ   3.8 25.3   0.0   9.7   25

6. CONCLUSION
As a conclusion let us examine what our study shows about (i) the relationship between 
the neutrality scores of the different vowels in a given pattern and on the average, and 
(ii) the relationship between the neutrality scores of one and the same vowel in the dif-
ferent neutrality patterns (a, b, c).

(i) The average neutrality scores of the neutral vowels are higher in (5) than in 
(8). This is due to the fact that the impressionistic five-point scale (5) is based on is 
not fine-grained enough. Nevertheless, the tendency of the scores in (5) and (8) is the 
same, i.e., they arrange the four neutral vowels in the same hierarchy of neutrality. The 
same relationship holds true of the average frequency-based neutrality scores of (8) 
(and (5)), and also of the scores of the vowels on the individual neutrality patterns, i.e., 
the neutrality scores decrease in each of the columns (8abc). This confirms the general 
view about the neutrality differences between the Hungarian neutral vowels (the height 
effect), which is typically either simply stipulated in studies (Siptár and Törkenczy 
2000) or based on a single neutrality pattern, TP (Ringen and Kontra 1989; Hayes and 
Cziráky Londe 2006). It has been claimed in the literature that the height effect, i.e., the 
correlation between the increase of openness of a phonetically front neutral vowel and 
the decrease of neutrality is natural cross-linguistically (e.g., Anderson 1980; Kiparsky 
and Pajusalu 2003) and even phonetically motivated (in TP e.g., Beňuš 2005; Beňuš 
and Gafos 2007).

(ii) It can be seen in (8) that relationship between the neutrality scores for the three 
neutrality patterns is such that for every neutral vowel the neutrality score in transpar-
ency is always higher than the score in antiharmony and the score in invariance is 
always between transparency and antiharmony:
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(9)

This is graphically represented in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1. Neutrality score of different vowels by different patterns

It is reasonable to ask if this relationship in (9) (a) is just a parochial fact about the 
patterns Hungarian neutral vowels are involved in or one that holds universally/cross-
linguistically, or (b) whether it has some explanation/motivation. Unfortunately, at the 
present state of our knowledge neither question can be given a clear answer. First, we 
know from studies of front/back harmony systems (cf. Kiparsky and Pajusalu 2003; 
Rebrus and Törkenczy 2015a) that the presence of AH in a system implies the presence 
of TP and that this can be generalised to variable TP and variable AH: the backness 
ratio of TP must be higher than the backness ratio of AH. This follows form the general 
(universal) principle of monotonicity that constrains (front/back) harmony systems (cf. 
Rebrus and Törkenczy 2015ab). However, the fact that rTP ≥ rAH holds generally for 
backness ratios does not necessarily mean that pTP ≥ pAH holds for neutrality scores as 
well, since the interpretation of neutrality (the relationship between a backness ratio 
and the corresponding neutrality score) is different for TP and AH (see sections 3 and 
5 above). The placement of IV in between TP and AH universally is even more un-
certain since we know less about it cross-linguistically: the available studies typically 
assume that it exists in the systems in which they examine TP (and possibly AH).17 As 

17 We know that there are systems in which harmony is limited to the root (e.g., Marash dialect of 
Armenian, cf. Vaux 1998). Trivially, in such a system, all affixes are invariant, thus there are 
systems with IV, but without TP and AH. However, these systems are irrelevant for us here since 
we are only interested in systems in which TP and AH, both of which manifest themselves in affix 
alternations, could in principle occur.

pTP ≥ pIV ≥ pAH
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for question (b), i.e., the explanation/motivation of (9), we can look at the problem in 
two ways. On the one hand one could look at the trigger for potential disharmony and 
argue that in front/back harmony the occurrence of a harmonic value B is motivated in 
the environment of another B even if it is not strictly adjacent: BNB (as in TP), but it is 
not otherwise: NB (as in AH) or  BN (as in IV). Therefore, it is to be expected that TP 
should be more frequent than AH or IV. This view groups TP (motivated) vs. AH, IV 
(unmotivated).  On the other hand, it is also possible to look at potential disharmony as 
a function of the target. In the case of IV disharmony is motivated since by definition 
the suffix is invariably N, thus it cannot change since it does not alternate. By contrast, 
in TP and AH, disharmony is not motivated in this sense since the suffix is an alternat-
ing one and it could harmonise. Thus, one would expect IV to be more frequent than TP 
or AH. This view groups IV (motivated) vs. TP, AH, (unmotivated). A combination of 
the two views establishes AH as the least frequent, but does not determine a relation-
ship between TP and IV. It must be noted that, again, this argument is about relative 
frequencies (backness ratios) rather than neutrality scores and thus, for the same reason 
as discussed above, does not really explain the relationship in (9).

This work has been supported by National Scientific Grant OTKA-104897 ‘Variation in Pho-
nology’. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewer for drawing our attention to recent 
relevant literature.
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Summary
TYPES AND DEGREES OF VOWEL NEUTRALITY

This paper argues that neutrality in a harmony system is a gradient property since it 
is due to a vowel’s participation in different patterns that are considered to be indica-
tors of neutral behaviour in harmony. We examine three of these patterns of neutrality 
(transparency, affixal invariance and antiharmony) and show that a scale of neutrality 
can be defined on the basis of these patterns (their occurrence and variability) and the 
neutrality of harmony systems can be characterized with reference to this scale. We 
describe a tentative quantification of neutrality and then develop an explicit measure 
of neutrality based on relative word type frequency. This explicit measure is applied to 
the behaviour of neutral vowels in Hungarian front/back harmony where the different 
neutral vowels represent different degrees of neutrality in all three neutrality patterns.

Keywords:	vowel harmony, neutral vowels, gradience, Hungarian front/back harmo-
ny, variation
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Povzetek
VRSTE IN STOPNJE SAMOSTALNIŠKE NEVTRALNOSTI

Članek obravnava nevtralnost v sistemu harmonije kot stopnjevano lastnost, ki nas-
tane zaradi udeleženosti samoglasnika v različnih vzorcih, ki so kazalci nevtralnega 
vedenja v harmoniji.  V prispevku predstavimo tri takšne vzorce nevtralnosti (trans-
parentnost, nespremenljivost pon in antiharmonijo) in pokažemo, da lahko na podlagi 
teh vzorcev (prek njihove pojavnosti in sprejemljivosti) določimo lestvico nevtralnosti, 
s katero lahko opišemo nevtralnost sistemov harmonije. Nevtralnost poskušamo tudi 
kvantificirati in nato razviti eksplicitno merjenje nevtralnosti, ki temelji na relativni 
pogostnosti tipov besed. Meritev uporabimo za nevtralne samoglasnike v harmoniji 
madžarskih sprednjih/zadnjih samoglasnikov, pri kateri različni nevtralni samoglasniki 
predstavljajo različne stopnje nevtralnosti v vseh treh vzorcih nevtralnosti. 

Ključne	besede:	samoglasniška harmonija, nevtralni samoglasniki, stopnjevanost, har-
monija sprednjih/zadnjih samoglasnikov v madžarščini, variacija


